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Physiotherapy after Abdominal and 
Pelvic Surgery

Chest care
Chest problems may occur following abdominal 
surgery even if you have no chest problems 
normally and are not a smoker. The reasons for 
this are as follows:

Anaesthetic gases

 � Increase the amount of phlegm produced.

 � Make phlegm sticky and difficult to clear.

 � Make you drowsy after your operation and as 
a result you may take smaller breaths and not 
expand your lungs in the usual way.

 � Make you cough less effectively.

Pain

If your pain is not well controlled you may 
be reluctant to take deep breaths and avoid 
coughing. If you feel the pain is impairing 
your ability to keep your chest clear, please 
tell somebody so that your pain control may 
be reviewed. It is important to take pain killers 
regularly following surgery to allow pain free 
movement which aids recovery.

Position

If you are lying flat or slumped in your bed or 
chair, you will find it difficult to take a deep 
breath. It is easier to take deep breaths when 
sitting in an upright position.

Smoking

If you are a smoker, you may have an increased 
amount of phlegm after your operation. 
Stopping smoking before your operation will 
decrease the risk of chest problems now or in 
the future. It may be useful to use this time in 
hospital as an opportunity to give up.

Breathing exercises

To prevent chest problems it is important to 
practice breathing exercises. If you practice them 
before your operation, you will find it easier to 
do after your operation.

 � Sit upright.

 � Practice normal relaxed breathing. Place your 
hand on your tummy and you should feel 
your hand gently rising and falling as you 
breathe in and out.

 � Now take a deep breath in and hold for a 
count of 3 then breathe out gently. Repeat 4 
times then return to normal breathing.

The deep breathing will help move any phlegm 
on your chest and get air to the bottom on your 
lungs. It is then important to be able to clear the 
phlegm.

Coughing

 � Sit upright.

 � Bend your knees 
up to take the 
strain off your 
operation site.

 � Support your 
wound with your 
hands or hug a pillow it if is more comfortable 
(do the same for sneezing and laughing).

 � Try a few huffs (the same as if you were to 
steam up your glasses) to try and get the 
phlegm moving.

 � When the phlegm feels just at the back of 
your throat try a strong cough and, if able, 
spit it out.

 � Go back to relaxed breathing and continue 
the process until your chest feels clear.
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You should aim to do breathing exercises hourly 
until you are more mobile.

Circulation

Whilst you are in bed it is important to pump 
your feet up and down at the ankle vigorously 
every hour. This will help maintain the circulation 
in your legs and reduce the risk of blood clots. 
Avoid crossing your legs as this may also impair 
your circulation.

Positioning

It is important to be able to relax after your operation, 
tense muscles will always feel more painful.

Don’t be afraid to lie in any position, including 
on your tummy, as long as you are comfortable. 
Pillows may assist in supporting you and 
preventing any strain on your operation site.

Rehabilitation

Mobility

 � It is usual for 
the nursing 
staff to assist 
you into your 
chair.

To get out of 
bed, bend 
your knees up, roll onto your side and push 
up with your hands. Reverse this to get back 
into bed.

 � The next day you will begin to start walking 
short distances and then continue to progress 
daily. Try to walk as upright as possible.

It is important to become active as soon as 
possible. Walking is an excellent way to get your 
lungs expanding and to help regain your strength 
after the operation.

Exercises

The following exercises are designed to increase 
the support and control of your pelvic region 
including your tummy and lower back. They can 
be done from the first day after your operation. 
If any of the exercises are causing you pain stop 

doing them and ask the physiotherapist to check 
that you are doing them correctly.

The following exercises can be started as soon as 
you feel comfortable after your operation.

Pelvic floor exercises

These are the muscles which support your 
abdominal contents and control your front and 
back passages and stop you from leaking urine.

First relax your buttocks, tummy and legs, then 
imagine that you are trying to stop your urine 
flow mid-stream and at the same time trying to 
stop yourself passing wind. Close and draw up 
the front and back passages - ‘squeeze and lift’.

DO NOT: ✘	 hold your breath,

 ✘ squeeze your legs together,

 ✘ tighten your buttocks,

 ✘ pull your tummy in.

DO: ✔	 hold and lift as long as you can, 
up to 10 seconds,

 ✔ then release,
 ✔ rest (for about 4 seconds),
 ✔ repeat as many times as you can, 

up to 10 repetitions,
 ✔ now do up to 10 short, sharp, 

contractions.

Perform this section as often as you can, at least 
morning and evening. It takes about 3 months to 
get the muscles strong.

DO THEM FOREVER!

Abdominal muscles exercises

Lie on the 
bed with 
your knees 
bent. Tighten 
your tummy 
muscles and 
flatten the small of your back against the bed. 
Count to 3 then let go. Repeat 5 times, twice a 
day.
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Knee rolling

Lie with both 
knees bent and 
feet together 
with your arms 
out to the 
side and your 
sholders flat on the bed. Tighten your tummy 
muscles then roll your buttocks and knees 
towards one side of the bed as far as comfort 
allows. Bring your knees back to the middle then 
repeat towards the left.

Hip hitching

Lie on your back with your legs straight. Hitch 
one hip up at the waist to make your leg seem 
shorter. Relax. Repeat on the other side.

The following should be done when you are 
feeling stronger and ready to progress.

Head raising

Flatten your 
tummy and 
back, place 
your hands 
half way 

up your thighs. Lift your head and shoulders up 
slightly and, whilst looking up at the ceiling, slide 
your hands towards your knees. Return slowly to 
your starting position. 

You may vary 
this exercise 
by lifting your 
head and right 
shoulder and 
reaching across 
to your left thigh then repeating the exercise 
towards the opposite side.

Rules of exercise
 � Stop if it hurts.

 � Stop if you are tired.

 � Don’t do them if you feel unwell.

Rehabilitation at home
It is important to get the right balance between 
rest and exercise. You will feel tired to begin with 

but you still need to be gradually increasing your 
activity.

Walking

You should aim to go for a few short walks daily 
and gradually increase the time you are walking. 
Using the stairs should be no problem after your 
operation.

Housework

Begin with the light duties: for example, make 
a cup of tea, dusting, do the washing up. You 
should aim to increase your activity so that by 
6 weeks you are back to doing your normal 
housework. It is safe to lift a kettle but be 
sensible and avoid heavy items for a while.

Back to work

This tends to be between 6-12 weeks depending 
on how physical your job is, how you feel and 
your general recovery. If you have keyhole 
surgery, it can be sooner.

Driving

You should not drive for 4 weeks after major 
surgery. Many insurance policies do not cover you 
for 4-6 weeks so you must check your individual 
policy. Physically you need to be able to respond 
to any situation comfortably and effectively: for 
example, being able to do an emergency stop, 
turning and looking over your shoulder or using 
the hand brake. If you have keyhole surgery, you 
can driver sooner.

Going Home

When you are being driven home, it may be 
more comfortable to place a pillow between you 
and your seatbelt.

Sport

You can start sporting activities as soon as you 
feel comfortable and fit enough. Start gently 
and gradually increase your activity. Swimming 
is a good general exercise and can be started as 
soon as your scar is healed and you there is no 
discharge.
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Sexual activity

It is advisable to wait until your outpatient 
follow-up clinic appointment to ensure no risk of 
infection or irritation. If you have no follow-up, 
wait 6 weeks. However if you’ve had keyhole 
surgery wait 12 weeks before resuming.

Constipation

Do not allow yourself to become constipated. 
Aim to drink 2 litres of liquid daily and ensure a 
balanced diet to keep your bladder and bowel 
working well. Avoid straining.

Moving, bending, stretching, following our 
exercise program and gentle walking is all 
good for you. Build up your activity levels as 
comfort allows. 

If you have any concerns or queries regarding 
physiotherapy, please contact us on 01392 
406507.

If you have any concerns regarding your 
operation (e.g. pain, bleeding, discharge, etc), 
please telephone Wynard Ward on 01392 
406511.


